Meta-analysis of the TAEE project applying social network analysis
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Abstract— The social network analysis (SNA) is an approach that can be applied as a complement to other analysis (such as statistical) in order to obtain other valuable information. The social network analysis has been used in several initiatives showing that it is an approach that can contribute in building the semantic web. Within the project Technologies Applied to Electronics Teaching (TAEE) there are biannual conferences (it has been organized since 1996) and have accumulated a significant amount of data resulting from the conferences held. All of this information constitutes a data source that should be exploited and that can provide meaningful information. In this document we describe, how to social network analysis has been used on data sources generated by user communities, in order to obtain some semantic artifacts, like ontologies. Also describes how to was applied the social network analysis and its metrics on the information generated in the TAEE congresses to answer a set of questions (What are the relationships and the level of cohesion of the different organizations (at the level of Spain and across continents) involved in TAEE? How have evolutioned the thematics covered in the conference?, What are the new ontological additions in technology over the years?, and How have evolutioned the thematics in the research and studies related to teaching electronics?) formulated by the organizers of the congresses and that through other approaches would have been a large task and complicated. The answers to the questions can provide us important information about the behavior and characteristics of the elements present in TAEE conferences, furthermore being an element for making decisions on future initiatives with the same style of TAEE.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The social network analysis (SNA) is an approach used to find not evident information within the structures formed by the interaction between user groups or entities. The less evident information is the basis for finding patterns of behavior that provide additional and relevant information about the operation and characteristics of a network of some kind. The Social networks analysis covers areas such as: conflict of interest, criminal's networks, finding influential individuals, and study of co-author's networks, among others.

Since a few years ago the social network analysis has been used in several initiatives that have selected as data source the content generated via Web 2.0 tools and have developed networks in order to apply concepts of social network analysis and find a starting point on the road to the Semantic Web, showing that the semantics can emerge from user communities and through simple actions such as tagging. Other initiatives have proposed expanding the Query Language for the Semantic Web (SPARQL) with some concepts and metrics of social network analysis to enable the discovery other types of relationships, derived in a context, which they have called semantic associations.

The project of Technologies Applied to the Teaching of Electronics (TAEE) is an initiative involving several educational organizations and companies from Europe, North America, Central America and South America. The aim of TAEE is implement massively new technologies to the teaching of electronics. Since 1996, a biannual conference has been organized by TAEE project that talks about technologies teaching of electronics. Since 1996, a biannual conference has been organized by TAEE project that talks about technologies teaching of electronics and whose aims to disseminate results of projects and initiatives in the areas of educational innovation and application of new technologies in teaching electronics.

The articles of the TAEE's conferences have been classified into large ontological families such as: Systems, Devices and Components, Instrumentation and Measurement, Automation, Robotics, Laboratories, Educatice Software, Teaching and Construction Techniques, Implementation and Practical Realization. The documentation generated by each article in
each conference is a data source to be exploited. To date there are; 964 documents, 1348 unique keywords, 1092 participating entities, and 1674 authors, among other data.

The aim of this paper is to show the results of the meta-analysis of the TAEE project’s conferences (from 1996 to 2008) by applying social network analysis. Through some techniques, metrics and indicators of social network analysis was answered a set of questions that were asked by organizers of the congress and that are of your interest. Also was used to show some relationships such as the use of keywords in the description of the themes and the sub-structures that form between the co-authors of the documents. The metrics and indicators were used thus: to study the connections and distances between actors were used degree of a vertex and density, to determine the power and centrality of an organization were used degree centrality, closeness and betweenness, furthermore to analysis thematic and keywords, weight networks were used, Hubs, Authorities, and to study relations between co-authors k-cores was used.

The results obtained by applying social network analysis on the congresses of TAEE project unlike other analysis (such as statistical), has permitted us to: see graphically the relations between the different participants as well as the development of ontological families. Likewise, the task of finding isolated organisms and those organisms that serve as a link or bridge with others went simple, and showed the way in which they have been used keywords in different ontological families.

The paper is structured as follows: in the first section, we will discuss the social network analysis, its importance and its implementation in some projects of Semantic Web. The next section will be devoted to the TAEE Project’s data source for meta-analysis. The third section will show the application of social network analysis and the metrics used to answer the questions described above. Finally, a section of conclusions and recommendations.

II. SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

A social network is a social structure made of individuals (or organizations) called "nodes," which are tied (connected) by one or more specific types of interdependency, such as friendship, kinship, financial exchange, dislike, sexual relationships, or relationships of beliefs, knowledge or prestige. As long as, as mentioned in [5], the social network analysis offers the methodology to analyze social relations; it tells us how to conceptualize social networks and how to analyze them.

The social network analysis (SNA) is an approach used to find information not evident within the structures formed by the interaction between user groups or entities. As you can read in [5] the objective is to detect and interpret patterns, in the social ties between actors that provide additional relevant information about the operation and characteristics of a network of some kind.

Because of its inherent power to reduce a system to its individual components and their relationships (network characterization), moreover the existence of several metrics (sociometric) and indicators that characterize these structures, is an approach that has gained popularity in recent years, successfully applied in scientific and technological disciplines as diverse, mentioned in [13], some examples of projects: conflicts of interest [1], criminal networks [14], search of influential individuals [15], study of co-authors networks [3], among others.

For a few years ago the social network analysis has been used in several initiatives, such as [12], which have selected as a data source the content generated via Web 2.0 tools and have developed networks in order to apply concepts of social network analysis and find a starting point on the road to the Semantic Web, showing that the semantics can emerge from a users communities and through simple actions such as tagging. For the creation of ontologies, the social network analysis has been used on data repositories created by user's communities to find lightweight ontologies, lacking some formalities such as restrictions, but they cover a large number of entities that have been created to through simple actions, but extremely participative.

Within this issue is important to mention the model of ontologies, Actor-Concept-Instance proposed in [12] inspired by social tagging mechanisms, creates semantic-social networks represented in a tripartite graph, person, concepts and instances, expanding the traditional concept of ontology (concepts and instances) with a social dimension.

According to the model, a network of folksonomies is a hypergraph with ternary sides, where each side represents the fact that an actor (user) associated with a certain instance (resource) with certain concepts (tags). From the ternary hypergraph, is possible obtain three bipartite graphs (actors and concepts, concepts and instances, and actors and instances) of whom (actors, concepts) shows an ontology formed by the interests of communities, while (concepts, instances) reflect ontologies formed by the co-occurrence of tags in the resources, thus showing how from a folksonomy can be deduced an ontology.

In SPARQL, arises the need to incorporate, to RDF graphs, some concepts and metrics own of social network analysis, such as: length between nodes, the search for shorter paths, among others, and this way enlarge the information than a SPARQL query provides, as show [7], [1], [14], [8], [2]. With these information extensions, SPARQL will be able to find certain relationships that have been called semantic associations or complex semantic relationships. Semantic associations are meaningful and relevant complex relationships between entities, events and concepts. They lend meaning to information, making it understandable and actionable, and provide new and possibly unexpected insights [14]. Discovery of semantic associations is the process of finding paths of possibly unknown length that connect the given entities and have a specific semantics [8].

1 Taken from Wikipedia http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network
The SPARQL extensions are potentially applicable to: discovery of conflicts of interest, the study of criminal networks, for example.

Other applications of social network analysis, similar to the analysis described in this document can be found in [9], [10], [11] and [13] whom have taken as a data source code repositories of open source projects, including: Apache, GNOME and KDE; building a methodology which highlight the relevant information for a given aspect of project, as mentioned [10].

Another similar application can be found in [6] in this case the data source are communication archives, such as e-mails, blogs, with the aim of improving the understanding of organizational behavior in a company.

In [4] was used social network analysis to detect interesting structures in the resource repository called SIO (Slovenian Educational Network).

III. TAEE PROJECT AS DATA SOURCE FOR THE META-ANALYSIS

Under the project of Technologies Applied to the Teaching of Electronics since 1996, a biannual conference has been organized that talks about technologies for teaching electronics and whose aims to disseminate results of projects and initiatives in the areas of educational innovation and application of new technologies in teaching electronics. The presentations prepared for each conferences are varied but have been classified into large families themes such as: Systems, Devices and Components, Instrumentation & Measurement, Automation, Robotics, Laboratories, Educative Software, Teaching and Construction Techniques, Implementation and Practical Realization. The documentation generated by each article in each conference is a source of data to exploit and seize.

For the development of this article we took as a data source, the documents generated in the congress of TAEE Project, 8 congresses executed (from 1996 to 2008) organized in 150 sessions, which has resulted, in a data group consisting of: 964 documents, 1348 unique keywords, 1092 participating agencies, 1674 authors, 9 thematic families, several levels of specialization in each of the families, 4425 learning objects extracted from each article and approximately 5000 references.

The data listed above were provided by the organization of TAEE congresses and were delivered in two formats, spreadsheet and a database of MS Access.

To perform the meta-analysis was used Pajek, an open source tool designed for representation of large volumes of data. There are other tools like Pajek, how can see in "Social Network Analysis: Introduction and Resources"

Figure 1. A section of the network constructed

Figure 2. Vertex degree. Each vertex shows your degree

Figure 3. Closeness
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2 ¿Qué es el proyecto TAEE?. Proyecto TAEE: Un entorno para desarrollar proyectos. (Disponible en: http://www3.euitt.upm.es/taee/presentacion/presentacion.htm)

3 http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/

4 http://lrs.ed.unc.edu/tse-portal/analysis/social-network-analysis/#software
Most of the data for meta-analysis were obtained through SQL queries executed against the database and the results were exported as plain text files. In some cases Java programs were developed that allowed to obtain structured data files in the format of Pajek.

IV. APPLICATION OF SOCIAL NETWORK ANALYSIS

Through meta-analysis, we have attempted to answer the questions: What are the relationships and the level of cohesion of the different organizations (at the level of Spain and across continents) involved in TAEE?, How have evolutioned the thematics covered in the conference?, What are the new ontological additions in technology over the years?, and How have evolutioned the thematics in the research and studies related to teaching electronics?

To answer these questions, we have used several metrics of social network analysis, such as vertex degree and density (to study connections and distances between the actors), degree centrality, closeness and betweenness (to determine those organizations with greater power and centrality). Furthermore, we have used Weighted networks, Hubs and Authorities for analysis of thematic and keywords. Lastly K-cores for the study of substructures formed by the relationships between the authors of documents. The results obtained by applying social network analysis on the Congress documents of TAEE project is a complement to statistical analysis, and has permitted: see graphically the relations between the different participants as well as the development of thematic families by facilitating the task of finding isolated organisms and those organisms that serve as a link or bridge with others, and has identified the relationship between keywords in different thematic families.

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE VERTEX DEGREES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Representative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>SELCO, SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>ALCATEL-SEGA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>DMR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>AYZEL, S.L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>I.E.S. I.A. do Castro Tavara de la Reina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Cent. Fed. de Educacion Técnico de Parana, Brasil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia UNED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Universidad Politécnica de Madrid UPM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. What are the relationships and the level of cohesion of the different organizations (at the level of Spain and across continents) involved in TAEE?

To answer this question was built a network composed as follows: the nodes or actors representing the organizations participating in any edition of the congress. The arcs of the graph are formed between organizations that cooperated in the creation of any presentation, at least once; due to lack of hierarchies, the arcs are bidirectional. See Fig. 1.

The indicators and metrics used to answer the question were: cohesion, density, centrality, vertex degree, closeness, and betweenness. Before to continue is necessary some definitions.

Cohesion is the degree to which actors are connected directly to each other, forming groups, and intuitively means that a social network contains many arcs [5]. To determine the degree of cohesion there are some metrics that are described briefly below:
Density: is the proportion of existing ties or arcs in a network relative to the total number of possible arcs. The density calculated for the network of all organizations that participated in a conference is 0.0191 which means that only 1.91% of all possible arcs are present, although as noted in [5] the density is not a useful measure of their dependence on network size. See Fig. 2.

Centrality: This measure provides an approximation of the social power of a node on the basis of how well "connected" found on the network. For the calculation of centrality, the following indicators: degree, closeness and betweenness have been used.

- Degree: The vertex degree is a count of the number of ties or arcs (incoming, outgoing or both) with other actors or nodes in the network, for summary sees Table 1.
- Closeness: It is the measure that has a node and shows how close is (directly or indirectly) to all other nodes in a network. It reflects the ability to access information through the group of network members. It is inversely proportional to the sum of the shortest distance between all nodes in the network. See Fig. 3.
- Betweenness: This measure shows how a node is, compared to other network nodes. This measure looks at the connectivity of the neighboring node, assigning a higher value for the nodes that serve as bridges between clusters. The measure reflects the number of nodes that a node connects indirectly through their direct links. See Fig. 4.

B. How have evolutioned the thematics covered in the conference?

To answer the question several networks were formed, one by year of publication of the congress, whose nodes are the thematic (which remained fixed in all the years) and their sub-thematic (which appear and disappear depending on the existence of documents classified under this sub-thematic). Giving as result 9 groups, one for each thematic, around which are shown, according to existence of documents, the sub-thematic.

For the arcs, we used weighted arcs, the weight representing the number of documents belonging to a sub-thematic. The diameter of the nodes varies proportionally to the number of documents that were published, it should be noted that the nodes that represent the thematic, show the total amount of documents.

As mentioned above the metric used was the weighted arcs, which is a value assigned to an arc to represent a certain characteristic and the weights can be classified into input, output or both.

In the following figures (Fig. 5. and Fig. 6.) you can see part of the evolution of the Educative Software thematic in the events of the years 1994 and 1996. To the generation of images we used an option of Pajek called "Generate in Time" [16] option that generates a series of images from a single data file.
Through the series of generated images, was possible: classify into groups according to the level of specialization; get the years in which different thematic achieved its minimum and maximum levels of specialization, and find the families whose thematic had a lower index changes.

C. What are the new ontological additions in technology over the years?

To answer this question were selected the following thematic: Systems, Educative Software, Devices and Components, Automation and Robotics, considering them, that are the families more related to the area of technology. In addition, use the metric called the weighted arcs and the statistical measures: mode and median. The mode, allow get the common year in which they appeared each sub-thematic, while the median is used to determine the number of sub-thematic.

The above has helped focus attention on a specific subset and provides numerical arguments that describe the group's situation. Demonstrating that social network analysis needs to be complemented with statistics metrics and vice versa.

D. How have evolutioned the thematics in the research and studies related to teaching electronics?

Like the previous question was used: the weighted arcs, mode and median to answer this question, but the thematic family selected was Teaching. The following table, Table 2 shows a summary of the data source to calculate the mode and median.

E. Another analysis

The following analysis not responds to a specific question, but we use it to show relevant information about the network behavior of thematic families and keywords, and the network of authors and co-authors of articles.

- Thematic families and keywords. This analysis tries to show the use of keywords in the description of the documents that belong to a thematic family. It formed a network of nodes representing the thematic families and keywords, there is a tie between thematic family and keyword if there are one or more documents that belongs to a thematic family and was described with that keyword. To perform the analysis, the following metrics were used: arcs weighted, Hubs and Authorities, this metrics try to show that a keyword is important not only for the number of times it is used, but instead it is important for the way in which used. Hubs and Authorities are useful metrics for finding important vertices inside a network structure. A node is a good Hub if it points to a number of vertices that are good Authorities, and a node is a good Authority, if it is tied to several vertices, that are good Hubs. The most important arcs both by the weighted arcs, and by the Authorities analysis are: Teaching, Educative Software and Systems, while keywords (Hubs) are summarized in the following table, see Table 3.

In the analysis of Hubs and Authorities, and as shown in Table III, only 9 keywords are showed, because the Pajek did not generate the tenth, possibly due to the lack of a keyword that is used to describe the 3 Authorities. We can see how the ranking of keywords varies depending on the type of analysis, even; we can see the omission or addition of other.

- Authors and co-authors. The objective of this analysis was to show the groups constructed by the authors of published documents, and beyond the simple groups, we can see how simple groups interact to form larger groups. To do this analysis, we formed a network whose nodes are authors and there is an arc between two nodes, if two authors have collaborated to write an article. The metric used was K-cores. A k-core is a maximal sub-network in which each vertex has at least degree k within the sub-network [5]. It uses the degree of a vertex to identify groups (clusters) of vertices that are strongly connected because each vertex has the same level within the group. The value of index k was selected to display as many authors as was possible. Fig. 7. show part of the graph. In the case of the Fig.7. we set the value of k to 4, which means that groups are formed by nodes that are related to 4 nodes, ie the degree of each node is equal to 4.

V. Conclusion

Through the development of this work, we can draw the following conclusions:

- The answers to the questions raised were developed using techniques of social network analysis. Demonstrating that most activities that involve a group of people can be represented through a graph and can apply techniques of social network analysis to characterize them.

- The social network analysis is a type of analysis that allows to obtain other relevant information, complementary to other analysis like statistical and, through the metrics and indicators that it has, is possible to show with numerical data, the different characteristics that a social networking has.

- Through analysis of the relationships between thematic families and keywords, we can see how social network analysis provides a different approach that shows other information in a simple, fast and graphically.

- The meta-analysis just presented in this document has served to provide insight from massive data analysis and statistics. From this point of view has been included joint variables parameterization based social networks and graph theory by using the Pajek tool.

- TAAE congresses have followed a positive development reflecting the electronics world in terms

A maximal subnetwork is a network with maximum density.
of thematic diversity and their adaptation to new techniques and products.

- However, the partnership between organizations and between authors from different organizations is a topic that could be improved, in addition to achieving a better balance between organizations from different continents. From this paper, the authors support the dedication of all the organizing committees of various conferences and summons them to encourage to new organizations to participate and strengthen partnerships between organizations.

In order to generalize this type of analysis for any repository generated through user communities, we make the following recommendations, attempting to mitigate some risks described in [12]:

- The ternary hypergraph, could be formed by authors (actors) who write documents (resources) that are described by keywords (tags).

- To achieve the volume of information necessary to ensure the accuracy of the generated ontologies, is necessary the publication of documents on a public website, accessible through the use of Web 2.0 tools that allow the enrichment level of tags, for the resource description.

- To avoid some of the problems in creating the folksonomy, especially to avoid the use of nonstandard acronyms and errors in writing, we propose the use a suggestion service (but not with the intention to limit, restrict or impose criteria to users) without losing the social participation and freedom to choice.
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